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Mission Statement

‘ARCH: A Legal Resource Centre for Persons with Disabilities’ is a province-wide specialty legal aid clinic dedicated to defending and advancing the equality-rights of persons with disabilities.  
In recognizing the dignity and worth of persons with a variety of disabilities, ARCH promotes the full social justice of persons with disabilities, and their realization of equal opportunities and full participation on an individual and systemic basis.  To this end, ARCH proceeds on the premise that: 

	Persons with disabilities are confronted with unique legal challenges.


	Persons with disabilities must have control over their own lives.


	A cross-disability approach to advocacy issues is essential, but it is equally important to recognize and respect difference.


	Persons with disabilities may also face disadvantage due to other reasons such as their gender, race, economic status and sexual orientation, compounding their experience of discrimination or exclusion.


Within available resources, ARCH undertakes (but is not limited to) the following:

	ARCH identifies key legal disability issues and conducts test-case litigation.


	ARCH monitors and responds to law and policy developments affecting persons with disabilities.


	ARCH provides summary advice and referral for individual persons with disabilities.


	ARCH provides education to the public and the legal profession on disability-related law.


	ARCH maintains a range of publicly available publications and legal materials.


	ARCH undertakes a variety of community development activities.



VALUES AND PRINCIPLES

ARCH is guided by the following set of core values:

	The dignity and worth of all persons with disabilities must be respected;


	Persons with disabilities have the right to life, self-determination, and full participation in a society free from barriers to their inclusion and integration;


	Persons with disabilities themselves are in the best position to determine their own priorities;


	All citizens have a common responsibility to create communities accessible to all persons with disabilities.


Additionally, ARCH is guided by the following set of core organizational principles:

	ARCH operates in accordance with the above core values;


	ARCH is a community-based organization, governed by a Board of Directors composed of a majority of persons with disabilities;


	ARCH is accountable to persons with disabilities in Ontario, its member organizations and Legal Aid Ontario.



Adopted by the Board of Directors, May 13, 2002

Chair’s Report

April 1 2002- March 31 2003

I have had the good fortune of engaging with a great number of organizations during my 30 years of volunteering. I can genuinely say that the work and people with whom I have interacted at ARCH are some of the most rewarding initiatives and the finest people I have experienced. One sometimes questions why we volunteer – with ARCH, there is an easy answer – it is definitely the satisfaction of the type of change for which we strive to bring about, as well as the wonderful Board Members and Staff with whom we have the pleasure of working, and at times, playing.  Thanks for allowing me to be part of you.

Our Move

The past year was another busy one. We continue to make the ARCH office a welcoming and productive environment. The move from the old offices at Orchard View is now completed. There have been fewer boxes in our halls, but we acquired some new ones recently that still have to find a permanent home. The shelving has arrived so it is far easier to put one’s fingers on the valuable resources available to staff, other clinics, persons with disabilities and others who may have a need or desire for this information. The new premises at Sherbourne and Bloor have not only moved ARCH physically closer to other specialty clinics, but have facilitated a renewal of clinic relations and dynamic dialogue as the ARCH boardroom is often the venue of choice for clinic meetings. 

Library and Reference Centre

We are delighted that our Library and Reference Centre is underway, with the assistance of a Board committee led by Fraser Valentine. The real reason for the progress in this part of our program is the talent and dedication of Wayne Johnston, our librarian. He is doing an amazing job of organizing our old materials, cataloguing new materials, developing policies for new acquisitions, and gradually building our centre into a useful and accessible reference centre. While the library is still in development, Wayne's research has already enhanced ARCH's litigation. We hope that ARCH's reference services will be accessible to people from across the province, particularly the new website at www.archlegalclinic.ca, which we urge you to visit. We welcome your feedback on how it works for you. 

Staff Changes

On the staffing side of things, the most significant change is Harry Beatty’s departure. Of course, Harry Beatty’s decision to launch a new career has left us with mixed emotions: a feeling of loss for a person who has been a crucial part of the ARCH team for 16 years; joyful memories of interactions with him over the years; and, all our best wishes for health, happiness and success in his new endeavours. 

This year we have welcomed Wayne Johnston, our Librarian, Theresa Sciberras, our new Administrative Support Staff and Martine Matthews, our Receptionist.  Wayne is a professional librarian with many years of community and not-for-profit sector experience. Theresa Sciberras is not only a very able and willing contributor to the office, she also is a committed participant in many disability community activities.  Martine is an experienced receptionist who has worked for several years at a sister community legal clinic. Martine has replaced Amanda Ward, who is presently assisting with the Summary Advice and Referral Service. 

We have also had a number of students participating on our team this past year. We congratulate Stephanie Marinich who completed her articling term in the summer of 2002, was called to the Bar and is now the Policy Advisor for the Accessibility Advisory Council of Ontario. Christian Lyons joined ARCH in September 2002 as the new articling student. Christian has now nearly completed his articles and looks forward to a summer call to the Bar. Christian has been actively involved in many facets of our litigation team’s work and has played an important role in advancing our transit case forward. We trust that they have received valuable articles and know that ARCH has benefited from their experience, diligence, insight and plain hard work. We wish Stephanie and Christian the best of luck in their legal careers. 

We have also valued the articling students kindly sent to us for three-month placements by Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP.  We thank each of Adina Swartz, Courtney Harris and Laura Schatz for the major contributions they have made to ARCH. This summer we are very fortunate to have two summer law students, Tess Sheldon who is funded by the Donner Foundation and Kiron Mathur, who is funded by the Metis Nation of Ontario.  
Dianne Wintermute will be joining ARCH as a staff lawyer in July of 2003.  Dianne is taking a leave from her current position as executive director of East Toronto Community Legal Services to join ARCH. Dianne has been working in the community legal clinic system for many years. She has practised in all of the core areas of clinic law, has strong background in social assistance and has been a very active participant in inter-clinic activities.  We look forward to her contribution to ARCH and to the community. 

In the interval between Harry’s departure and Dianne’s arrival, we have been very fortunate to have Darren Thorne return to ARCH.  Darren has been a lawyer at Blake’s but is moving on to do graduate work in constitutional law in England in the fall.

Board Work

Like last year, we have held an incredible number of productive meetings with the Executive Committee, Personnel Committee, Policies Committee, Library and Reference Centre Committee, and Fund Raising Think Tank Committee.  We also have a Disability Issues Committee that will examine disability issues. This year, Board members have contributed well over 1,000 hours of volunteer time. As a provincial organization, with members from across Ontario, we often have members attend by conference call and we seem to be getting better each year at being able to conduct business in this manner, although there are times we wish that phone design was more consistent!  I personally have participated by conference call more often this year because I moved home to Hamilton and really appreciate that I am not made to feel guilty when I cannot be present in person. Thanks everyone.

This year, under the leadership of Thea Herman, we have fully reviewed and rewritten our Conflict of Interest and Confidentiality polices and we are very close to a final version of an Accommodation Policy. We have also developed a volunteer protocol, which is an important policy for ARCH since many helpful volunteers spend time on ARCH projects. The Personnel Committee, under the leadership of Warren Morris, has completed a new Personnel Policy. In crafting this policy, the Personnel Committee has tackled some tough policy issues and staff and the Board view the final product as embodying a fair and flexible philosophy. I have really enjoyed working on these committees.

I have a much better understanding of Legal Aid Ontario (“LAO”), the nearly 80 general and specialty legal aid clinics, and how we fit together as a system. It has taken my full two years as Chair to be able to comprehend the entire picture more clearly. As a specialty clinic within the system, ARCH regularly responds to LAO’s consultation requests. ARCH participates on the Clinic Law Advisory Committee and wherever possible, we urge LAO to consider how to develop policies and practices that will remove barriers to clients and employees with disabilities. One significant instance of this is our proposal that the ARCH-LAO Memorandum of Understanding recognize principles and practices of equity and non-discrimination. 

I was elected Co Chair of LAO’s Training Advisory Committee last year and was appointed to the new Training Advisory Committee again this year. That committee reviewed current training opportunities within the clinic system; elicited input from staff and board members about our learning preferences and needs; recommended some training approaches for the future; and, developed a Learning Strategy for the Clinic System. The new Training Advisory Committee recently met and it looks like it will be another good year.

LAO is hosting a major conference called “Connections and Directions” to be held in Hamilton in late June.  I was invited to sit on its Planning Committee and then became a member of the Programme Committee. It was far more work than I had anticipated – some exciting, some just plain hard work.   ARCH board members and staff are involved in a wide range of workshops, some which are aimed at developing a much better understanding of disability and poverty law. 

Yes, another busy, yet rewarding, year on the board of ARCH.

I cannot fully express how much I have learned from each Board Member and the pleasure I have taken from working with each of you. You have so many wonderful, unique and valuable gifts that you share so generously with ARCH to the benefit of persons with disabilities across the province.  So often saying thank you just does not say enough.  But in the absence of other words – thank you.

Two members are leaving the board and we will miss you both. Thanks for your contributions, Cathy O’Connor and Joanne Nother. Joanne will be continuing her connection with us by volunteering with our fund raising committee. Each of you will be missed.

Staff.  What can I really say about the talents and dedication I see in every one of  you. I am tempted to single each of you out to speak of your contribution. However, I know it would embarrass you and we would be here until next week. It is difficult to express how I feel about you and how thrilled I am to have the privilege of learning from you. Each time I am in ARCH, sit on a committee with staff members, read your research/articles/presentations and of course learn about your representations in court or how you handle summary advice and referrals, I literally shake my head in awe. You are, no doubt, one of the most incredible teams I have ever witnessed or had the pleasure of benefiting from. And, this has been done short staffed many months during the past year. I often wish I could clone the people, the relationships, and the unselfish team spirit that I witness. Our world would be a better place if more organizations and might I be so bold as to suggest, governments, conducted themselves as you do. Many thanks.

I will single out and mention one person though.  Thanks Phyllis, not only for the wisdom, legal acumen and leadership you provides to ARCH, but also for the support you provide each member of the board, and me, in my role as Chair of ARCH.
 I am a person who is always happy when learning and growing.  I have definitely continued to do so as Chair of ARCH.  It has been a pleasure and privilege to work with each of you.  Thank you for the opportunity to do so.


Respectfully submitted


Sandi Bell
ARCH Chair

Executive Director’s Report

April 1 2002- March 31 2003
 
This has been another busy year at ARCH. Staff and board members have been working with a level of commitment and focus that is inspiring.  I would like to thank each member of the ARCH staff and Board members for a very dedicated, hard-working and congenial year.  
ARCH has been working in all areas of its mandate: summary advice and referral service; test case litigation; outreach activities and, law reform work.  In addition, there are still many long-term tasks and management responsibilities that we continue to work on that will enhance our administrative systems and overall effectiveness.  In this report I will first write of our organizational development and activities, then of our library and reference centre, our outreach activities, our summary advice and referral services, and then some featured litigation highlights.  
Organizational Developments And Activities  
Funder Relations / LAO
ARCH is an active member of the system of community legal clinics of the province. Certainly working together with the other clinics means that our effectiveness is increased.  In addition to working with each other, community legal clinics also spend a great deal of time responding to inquiries from Legal Aid Ontario (LAO), our primary funder.   As LAO continues to develop its own procedures and processes, it makes many requests for input from clinic boards and staff.  Some of this year’s requests for clinic input include: a consultation regarding training considerations; how to distribute legal disbursements among the clinics from a capped budget; the quality assurance program; and, significant compensation review initiatives—an entirely new salary funding scheme that is on the table.  These requests and others take much executive director time, and depending upon the issue, much board of directors’ time as well. As executive director, I attend meetings of the Association of Community Legal Clinics of Ontario, regular meetings of Toronto executive directors, an annual LAO conference for clinic directors and area directors (lawyer administrators of the certificate program of LAO) and LAO-sponsored management training.  In addition, each year we spend much staff time in preparation of our annual LAO funding application.  
On the other hand, LAO is a large organization that delivers legal services across the province to low income people. Clinics are in the forefront of urging LAO to undertake initiatives that will enhance and broaden the reach of the delivery of legal services.  Where we have been able, ARCH has been advocating for more formal recognition of the necessity to remove barriers throughout LAO.  Along with other clinics, ARCH is advocating at LAO for a systemic solution to the issues of translation and interpretation costs.   In our response to the legal disbursements consultation we have advocated for solutions that will be free of discriminatory impact on persons with disabilities and sought to have accommodation costs included in the definition of disbursements.  We are being consulted regarding the requirement for universal design for LAO’s Total Systems Network

Other Funders
This year we again received funds from the City of Toronto.  These are allocated to a support staff salary.  As well, we are licensed by the Ontario Lottery Corporation to participate in the Break Open Ticket program.  Receipts from this initiative support our receptionist position, library purchases and staff training.  The federally funded Court Challenges Program funds some of our test case litigation from time to time, depending on the nature of the case and whether it its within the federal jurisdiction.  ARCH appreciates each of these different supports.  However, we thought it wise to perhaps state the obvious to our membership—applying for funding is time-consuming and detailed work.
Fund-raising
The ARCH board decided this year to embark on a fund-raising effort.  In particular, we believe it essential for ARCH to have an articling student each year.  This not only provides essential support to our legal staff, it also means that as lawyers committed to enhancing the lives of persons with disabilities, we are providing training and mentoring to future lawyers.  The fund-raising committee welcomes additional assistance and support.  If readers of this report would like to assist us, or know of people who might volunteer for this important task, please let us know.
Internal developments
We are happy to have completed the revised ARCH Personnel Policy.  This involved examining policies of many different clinics and agencies, and developing a comprehensive policy that we hope will work well for us.  We have now started on another very important human resources initiative, a new pay equity plan.  As well, we know that in the coming year there will be a major change arising from the new salary-funding model, which will require thoughtful implementation.   A very thorough  accommodation policy is currently being drafted by the Policies Committee and staff.

The ARCH board is committed to a fair and open hiring process and we spend time on each hiring process. After extensive advertising and careful candidate selection we have made several full-time hires this year: Wayne Johnston, our librarian; Theresa Sciberras, our administrative assistant; and Dianne Wintermute, staff lawyer.  In addition, we hired Martine Matthews, our receptionist, into a contract position.  We will soon be welcoming Roberto Lattanzio who will start his articles with us in September. 
Working with private bar lawyers
In the past year the Board and staff reviewed what would be the most effective way for ARCH to work with the private bar.  We have decided to accept the offer of assistance from Pro Bono Law Ontario, which has the mandate and the infrastructure to connect not-for-profit organizations, such as ARCH, with lawyers ready to give advice or represent clients on a pro bono basis.  Pro Bono Law has the capacity, we hope, to assist us in reaching and training lawyers across the province who will take referrals from our offices.  In light of this new project we will not be continuing the formal association with the Dickson Circle.  We will, of course, continue to refer cases to members of the Circle as well as to other lawyers, based on their expertise and the nature of the case.
Appreciation of Professional Support
ARCH is very appreciative of the assistance of many lawyers and other professionals.  Not only do we work with colleagues in the legal clinic system, we also work with private law lawyers and others in many different ways. This work is often unsung so we are taking this opportunity to publicly thank several persons for their contribution to our work.   We only hope that in preparing this list we have not forgotten anyone, and if we have, please accept our apologies.

We begin with heartfelt thanks to Bryan Finlay Q.C. of Weir Foulds LLP for his leadership of the Dickson Circle, as well as his associates on the Dickson Circle.  In the past the highly esteemed lawyers of the Dickson Circle have contributed time and expert litigation expertise to persons referred to them by ARCH and have also worked with ARCH staff on test case litigation.  Their pro bono contribution has been an important support to the work of ARCH.  
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP.  For several years Blakes has been placing two of its articling students with ARCH, each for a period of three months.

Raj Anand, Weir Foulds LLP
Brad Berg, Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP
Josée Bouchard, Law Society of Upper Canada
Lynn Burns, Pro Bono Law Ontario
Mary Lousie Dickson, Q.C, Dickson, MacGregor, Appell & Burton
Ebert, Symes, Street, Corbett & Pinto
Grant & Bernhart
Andrew Lewis, Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP 
Manizeh Fancy, Stikeman Elliott
Arthur Fish, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
Catherine Frazee
Joan Gilmour, Osgoode Hall Law School
Mark Hart, Sanson & Hart
John Judge, Stikeman Elliott
Dianne Martin, Osgoode Hall Law School
Carol Musselman
John Page, Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
Lisa Philipps, Osgoode Hall Law School 
Linda Rothstein, Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP
Geri Sanson, Sanson & Hart
Lorne Sossin, University of Toronto Law School
Paul B. Schabas, Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP
Adam Wagman, Howie, Sacks & Henry
Mark Wright, Sack Goldblatt Mitchell 
Michael Wright, Cavalluzzo, Hayes, Shilton, McIntyre & Cornish
Mathew Williams, Thorsteinssons
Patricia J. Wilson, Osler, Hoskin
Rose Zompanti, BDO Dunwoody LLP
ARCH’s Library and Reference Centre

As Sandi Bell as outlined in her Chair’s report, the ARCH Library and Reference Centre project is well underway.  There are many developments in ARCH's library this year in the areas of library management, web site design and accessible technology.   The library itself has been going through a major overhaul in 2003.  Considerable progress has been made but a lot more work is required before the library is ready to open its doors to the public.  We eagerly anticipate a grand opening some time this summer or early fall.

Our web site has been redesigned and moved to a new URL (www.archlegalclinic.ca).  We are now in the process of updating and expanding the web content.   One new feature of the web site that is already in place is a searchable database of our library catalogue and web resources.  While this database is in its infancy you may want to consult it if you have any research needs related to the legal concerns of persons with disabilities.  If you find any documents that are of interest, and if they are not available online, please contact the library and we can try to make arrangements for you to have access to the specific titles.

Finally, our library has also seen the introduction of two new accessible workstations.  We have one PC that has been equipped with hardware and software for use by persons with motor disabilities and another PC for use by persons with visual disabilities. 
Outreach Activities
Abilities Magazine Column
In response to numerous requests from the community of persons with disabilities, heard during our community consultation meetings of 2001 and 2002, ARCH has initiated a regular column in the “Forum” section of the national disability magazine Abilities.
ARCH ALERT
ARCH ALERT is our free electronic newsletter, which provides timely information on issues of importance, such as proposed legislation, major cases, government consultations, community initiatives, and other important disability-related initiatives and developments.  In 2002, the circulation of ARCH ALERT doubled to over 2000 directly on our mailing list.  ARCH ALERT goes to persons with disabilities, family members, government officials, disability organizations, the media, lawyers and legal organizations throughout the Province and beyond.  ARCH’s member organizations and all other community legal clinics in Ontario receive ARCH ALERT on a regular basis.  Requests to be on the mailing list continued to come in regularly throughout the year.
Publications, Presentations and Committee Memberships
ARCH staff, supported by Board members, have participated in a wide range of publications, presentations and committee memberships.  The following are some of the most significant:
Participation in committees and consultations, including:

	Journal of Law and Social Policy editorial board

The Toronto Support Staff Association
The Steering Committee on Social Assistance
LAO Training Committee
Speciality Clinic Forum
CPP-D Working Group
Mental Health Legal Committee
Toronto Executive Directors’
Clinic Law Advisory Committee
Disabled Liaison Unit Steering Committee of the Toronto Police Services Board
Publication of Home Care Complaints and Appeals (co-written with the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly and produced by Community Legal Education Ontario)
Consultations on education issues with parents’ groups, the Coalition for Inclusive Education, and Ontario Federation of Labour committees: oral and written presentations on education issues to the Education Equality Task Force (Rozanski Commission) and the Ontario Human Rights Commission
Presentation on impact on human rights of economic globalization at the biennial conference of the National Association of Women and the Law (NAWL)
Presentation at the Equity and Diversity Conference held by the Law Society of Upper Canada
Presentation to national conference of the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) on disability and human rights issues in employment
Publication of an analysis of the Ontarians with Disabilities Act in the Journal of Law and Policy, 2002
Participation in a coalition involving several national disability organizations regarding the Disability Tax Credit, as well as participation in a Department of Finance consultation on DTC issues
Participation in UNESCO meetings; observer status at the International Commission on Bioethics; and, participation in a roundtable meeting held by the Canadian Commission for UNESCO in preparation for the World Summit on the Information Society
Participation in a Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care consultation on the proposed Patients’ Charter of Rights and Responsibilities
Participation at an event sponsored by the Ethno-Racial Disabilities Coalition of Ontario (ERDCO) at Metro Hall
Participation in workshops on health information privacy and confidentiality, and on disability income supports, sponsored by the Canadian HIV/AIDS legal Network
Participation in a roundtable discussion on Canada Pension Plan disability benefits issues held by the Parliamentary Sub-Committee on the Status of Persons with Disabilities
Presentation to the Budget Committee of Toronto City Council on issues affecting persons with disabilities, especially parallel transit
Presentation on the Mercier case at a national conference honouring Justice Claire L’Heureux-Dubé on her retirement from the Supreme Court of Canada
Participation in forum “Commissions at the Crossroads”
On-going presentations on legal topics to community organizations
Participation in a workshop of the Canadian AIDS/HIV Network on Disability and Income Security
Presentation to Peel Family Network on Guardianship and related matters
Guest lecture at University of Toronto Law School courses
Participation at Ryerson University regarding the duty to accommodate
Attendance at press conference regarding OSAP and taxation issues affecting Ontario students who are attending Gallaudet University in Washington

Summary Advice and Referral
The activities of Summary Advice and Referral have been relatively stable in the past year in terms of the number and types of calls and administration of the service.  We continue to find that the pattern of concerns raised by callers to the SAR service is instructive for the direction that ARCH’s work takes.  It provides a barometer of concerns of the grass roots disability community.  ARCH considers the concerns raised by callers when decisions about future activities of ARCH are made.

Some of the areas of law that are raised most frequently by our callers are health care, income support, human rights and housing issues.  This pattern is consistent with the nature of concerns raised in previous years.

SAR receives a large number of complex calls.  Many of our callers have multiple disabilities and many have multiple legal and social service needs.  We also frequently receive extremely urgent calls from individuals who are at risk of losing health care, housing, are being deprived of their liberty or are in life-threatening situations.

The SAR service receives approximately 70 calls per week.  While we make every effort to respond effectively and in a timely fashion, SAR continues to struggle with backlogs of calls.  We take this problem very seriously and in accordance with our strategic plan are undertaking a scan of other legal aid clinics in an attempt to improve our service delivery.  
Litigation Highlights 
In this part of the report we feature four of our litigation cases and provide a quick summary of several others.


Supreme Court of Canada Hears From Disabled Workers

On December 9, 2002, ARCH counsel appeared before the Supreme Court of Canada on behalf of the Ontario Network of Injured Workers’ Groups (ONIWG), the largest provincial organization in Canada representing injured workers. ONIWG was granted intervener standing in the cases of Donald Martin and Ruth Laseur, two injured workers who appealed their workers' compensation claims to the Supreme Court of Canada. Martin and Laseur were denied compensation by the Nova Scotia Workers' Compensation Board pursuant to provincial regulations that restricted compensation for long term or permanent chronic pain disability. 

A delegation of injured workers from communities across Ontario attended in Ottawa to support the appeal. At the Supreme Court, ARCH argued that the Nova Scotia legislation discriminated on the basis of disability contrary to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms by arbitrarily restricting therapy and benefits for injured workers with chronic pain disability. ARCH urged the Supreme Court to order the Nova Scotia government to provide rehabilitation and compensation benefits for chronic pain disability in the same manner as is provided for other workplace injuries, disabilities and diseases.

ARCH became involved in this case in 2001 when an inter-clinic working group invited ARCH to participate in strategic planning regarding the disability and equality rights issues raised in the appeal. This case is extremely important for workers with disabilities across Canada in light of the relentless campaign by governments and employers to restrict workers' compensation benefits in all provincial jurisdictions. We eagerly await the Supreme Court's decision. Martin and Laseur v. Nova Scotia (Worker’s Compensation Board)


Human Rights Complaint Challenges Disability Transit in Hamilton

ARCH is serving as co-counsel with the Hamilton Mountain Legal Services Clinic before the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal in a systemic human rights complaint challenging the transit services available to persons with disabilities in the City of Hamilton. This human rights hearing stems from two 1998 complaints against Hamilton's special transit service provider, Disabled and Aged Regional Transit System (DARTS), the City of Hamilton and the Ontario Ministry of Transportation. 

The complaints allege that the level of special transit service provided in Hamilton is unequal to the level of service provided by the conventional transit system, and that this disparity in service constitutes discrimination against persons with disabilities. Unlike the conventional service, DARTS riders are charged an annual registration fee, must pay more for rides, are subject to a no-show penalty, and must reserve rides weeks in advance. DARTS riders experience waits of up to three hours for return trips, and requests for rides are frequently refused. DARTS also has restrictive criteria for determining whether or not a person is eligible to receive special transit service. The restrictive criteria exclude persons with cognitive and visual disabilities, dialysis patients and the ambulatory disabled. 

Through this human rights proceeding, ARCH seeks to establish that the Province's downloading of public transit to municipalities during the 1990s is one of the chief reasons that DARTS service is so inadequate. The Province has failed to provide any assistance, financial or otherwise, to public transit since 1998. Without Provincial support and oversight, special transit services have suffered all across the province. With this case, ARCH is seeking to have the Province ordered to resume funding special transit and mandating appropriate service levels. If such an order is made, it could have a profound impact on the delivery of special transit services, not just within Hamilton, but also across the Province.

Although the case has been before the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal since 2001, it remains in the preliminary stages. The Respondents DARTS, City of Hamilton and the Ontario Ministry of Transportation are vigorously defending the status quo and have mounted several preliminary arguments that have significantly slowed the progression of the hearing. Among these preliminary matters, the Respondents seek to access 15 years worth of medical records of the two Complainants. ARCH is forcefully contesting this on the basis that the Complainants’ medical histories are irrelevant to the case and the Complainants’ privacy rights would be violated if the Respondents were given access to the Complainants’ confidential records. The motions have been dragging on for the past year, and further dates have been scheduled for August, September and October 2003. N. and F. v. Ontario (Ministry of Transportation), City of Hamilton, and Disabled and Aged Regional Transit System (DARTS)
Another Taxing Decision
The Tax Court of Canada has recently added another negative decision to the line of unsuccessful Charter challenges to the Income Tax Act. ARCH represented Scott Simser in his appeal of an income tax assessment, which treated funding he received as a deaf student for sign language interpretation services, as taxable income. Mr. Simser received a “special opportunity grant” which was available to students with a permanent disability who are in need of “exceptional” education-related services or equipment to enable them to perform daily activities necessary for their participation in post-secondary studies. Mr. Simser used this grant to purchase sign language interpretation services while enrolled in a mandatory course of study for law students. 

At the November 2002 week long trial, ARCH put forward many equality rights arguments supported by strong expert evidence showing that the money received by Mr. Simser was not “income” within the meaning of the Income Tax Act given that Mr. Simser’s financial position was not enriched. The evidence established that without the sign language interpretation, Mr. Simser would have been severely disadvantaged in comprehending and participating in the educational program in comparison to his peers, and as such the grant money was simply accommodation funding that leveled the playing field. ARCH argued that the historical disadvantage experienced by persons with disabilities is exacerbated by Revenue Canada’s failure to integrate equality principles in its tax policy and its failure to recognize the high disability related costs incurred by students with disabilities in pursuing post-secondary education. ARCH argued including accommodation funding into a definition of “income” is discriminatory and contrary to section 15(1) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.  
Revenue Canada took the position that the special opportunity grant is “income” within the meaning of the Income Tax Act and that this funding must receive the same tax treatment as all other scholarships and bursaries. Revenue Canada further argued that the receipt of the grant enhanced Mr. Simser’s position financially and that its inclusion into income was justified from a policy standpoint.

In a disappointing decision released in June 2003, the Tax Court dismissed Mr. Simser’s appeal and concluded that the grant was properly considered income. The Tax Court further held that all students in receipt of similar grants were required to pay tax and thus Mr. Simser was not the subject of discrimination. In ARCH’s opinion, this line of reasoning adopts an overly broad definition of income and an overly narrow view of what constitutes discrimination against persons with disabilities. Unfortunately, the Tax Court focused on the facially neutral purpose of the Income Tax Act while seeming to pay only lip service to its discriminatory effect. Also problematic is the Tax Court’s suggestion that Mr. Simser’s was enriched because he received funding for accommodation services. Simser v. Canada (Canada Customs and Revenue Agency)
ARCH Fights Age Discrimination in the Funding of Incontinence Supplies
ARCH is embroiled in a decade-long battle against the Ontario Ministry of Health to remove age discrimination from a provincial program that provides funding for incontinence supplies. ARCH represents two human rights claimants challenging an age limitation in the Assistive Devices Program (ADP), which provides financial aid to persons under 35 years to purchase incontinence supplies. 

This case is an unfortunate example of the unseemly tactics a respondent government will undertake to avoid human rights liability. In 1997, a human rights board of inquiry was convened to hear these complaints. However, prior to the hearing, the Ministry of Health settled these complaints, agreeing to remove all discriminatory age-based eligibility criteria from the ADP. After the settlement, however, instead of expanding the ADP to provide incontinence funding to all persons regardless of age, the Ministry of Health announced that the ADP would no longer provide incontinence funding. The rationale behind this change was that if no one received funding for incontinence supplies from the ADP, then the program is not discriminating based on age. 

Although the Ministry ceased incontinence funding through the particular ADP program, the Ministry continues to provide incontinence funding, through a program now administered by West Park Healthcare Centre. This new program administered by West Park is no longer called the “ADP”, but is essentially the same program, and continues to use the same discriminatory age-based eligibility criteria, which the Ministry admitted the ADP could not use. 

In response to this, ARCH has filed several more human rights complaints on behalf of our clients. One set of complaints allege that the Ministry of Health breached the original settlement by continuing to fund a discriminatory program. The other complaints allege that the so-called “new” program administered by West Park is discriminatory, and the Ministry, as the source of funding, cannot avoid liability simply by distancing itself from the administration of this new program.

These complaints are on-going and the Ministry and West Park are putting up a vigorous defense. They are currently seeking to have the Divisional Court throw out the complaints against the “new” program, on the grounds that the matter has already been settled. The Ministry has threatened to ask the Court to order ARCH’s clients to pay the Ministry’s costs of the court process. ARCH considers the threat of costs to be an intimidation tactic employed to deter our clients from proceeding further with the case, as both clients are of limited financial means. The drawn-out nature of this case is grinding the clients down, and the possibility of having to pay the Ministry’s costs, however remote it may be, worries them greatly. B. and D. v. Ontario (Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care) and West Park Healthcare Centre


More litigation news
ARCH's Litigation Team is working on many interesting and exciting cases. Here is a snapshot of some of our other 2002-2003 litigation:

	ARCH is co-counselling with the Community Legal Clinic of Simcoe, Haliburton, and Kawartha Lakes, before the Ontario Divisional Court on behalf of two sole support parent families, who have been denied adequate funding for necessary treatments and services required for their children’s severe developmental disabilities. Clough and Neiberg v. Ontario (Ministry of Community, Family, and Children’s Services and Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care)


	ARCH is currently representing the Council of Canadians with Disabilities in seeking intervener status in a test case presently going before the Supreme Court of Canada. This is an appeal by the Ontario government, which is attempting to overturn the Ontario Court of Appeal's recognition of "receipt of social assistance" as an analogous ground under section 15(1) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. If granted intervener status, the CCD will make submissions in support of such recognition given its far-reaching impact upon persons with disabilities, many of whom are in receipt of social assistance and frequently subjected to discrimination on this basis. Falkiner v. Ontario (Ministry of Community and Social Services, Income Maintenance Branch)


	ARCH has recently served as co-counsel with the Industrial Accident Victims' Group of Ontario in encouraging the Canadian Human Rights Commission to proceed with a unique complaint based on intersecting grounds of gender and disability. This case involves one of the first female correctional services officers to work in a male penitentiary and is scheduled for a hearing before the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal this Fall 2003. 


	ARCH represents a Claimant with a mobility disability in an Ontario human rights complaint against an educational institution that ignored and ineffectively dealt with the Claimant's repeated requests for accommodation.


	ARCH is also currently involved in a Canadian Human Rights complaint against the major Canadian banking institutions for their failure to provide services, including Automated Teller Machines, which are accessible to persons with visual impairments.  Despite having commenced nearly 4 years ago, the case is currently in the investigation stage.



Respectfully Submitted by 

Phyllis Gordon
Executive Director


Member Organizations of ARCH


AIDS Action Now!
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Society of Metro Toronto
AND (Association for the Neurologically Disabled)
Arthritis Society
Autism Society Ontario
BALANCE
Bob Rumball Association for the Deaf
Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Canadian Diabetes Association Ontario Division
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association
Canadian Hearing Society
Canadian Mental Health Association Ontario Division
Canadian National Institute for the Blind - Ontario Division
Canadian Paraplegic Association of Ontario
Community Living Ontario
Down Syndrome Association – Toronto
Easter Seals Society
Easter Seals/March of Dimes National Council
EOH Meta Foundation
Epilepsy Association of Toronto
Epilepsy Association Ontario
Extend-A-Family
Family Alliance Ontario
Fibromyalgia Society of Ontario
Friends and Advocates
Frontier College
Hemophilia Ontario
Houselink Community Homes
Huntington Disease Resource Centre
Integration Action for Inclusion
Kidney Foundation - Central Ontario
Kidney Foundation - Greater Ontario
Learning Disabilities Association of Halton
Low Vision Association of Ontario
Margaret Fraser House
Marsha Forest Centre
Mood Disorders Association of Ontario
Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada
Muscular Dystrophy Association
National Network for Mental Health
NEADS (National Education Association of Disabled Students)
Ontario Association of the Deaf
Ontario Coalition for Inclusive Education
Ontario Federation for Cerebral Palsy
Ontario Federation of Community Mental Health and Addictions Programs
Ontario Fibromyalgia Association
Ontario March of Dimes
P.U.S.H. Northwest
PATH Employment Services
People First of Ontario
Reena Foundation
Rotary Cheshire Homes
Sound Times Support Services
Spina Bifida & Hydrocephalus Association of Ontario
Thalidomide Victims Association of Canada
The Independent Living Centre London and Area
Tourette Syndrome Foundation of Canada
Transportation Action Now!



Staff List

June 2003
	
Staff and Position
HESTER Ascah, Community Legal Worker
ENA Chadha, Director of Litigation
PHYLLIS Gordon, Executive Director
BILL Holder, Staff Lawyer
WAYNE Johnston, Director of Library and Reference
LANA Kerzner, Director of Summary Advice and Referral 
CATHERINE Larkin, Community Legal Worker
CHRISTIAN Lyons, Articling Student
MARTINE Matthews, Receptionist
THERESA Sciberras, Administrative Assistant
KIT Stone, Litigation Assistant
DARREN Thorne, Interim Staff Lawyer
AMANDA Ward, Community Legal Worker / Receptionist
DOREEN Way, Office Manager



A Special Thanks to Our Supporters

Legal Aid Ontario

City of Toronto Community Services Grants Program

Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation

Court Challenges Program of Canada

The Ontario Trillium Foundation

Pro Bono Law Ontario

Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP


